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. PARTICIPATORY EDUCATION AND YOUTH Dl `: ELOP
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.`

The past 1U to 15 }ears have seen renewed attention to the so(.0n d

decade of life in all disciplines and domains of service and research tied heat

UpOn, health, education, welfare, and citizenship. At the core z. t these

cohtemparary efforts to reassess adolescence is "the extent to which we

p-tu.init entry into the institution's of society for young people for purposc.-:' s of

their socialization" (Hill & Monks, 1977; p; 2); This paper considers the

circumstances; and consequences of participatory educational exper

ences for young people; Such consideration is warranted as part of the

general reassessment: of what makes for 'effective secondary schools in light of

tc.)clay's c'eciining national youth population and limited or zero Growth school

budgets; Many youth participation efforts were launched in times that w re

both more expansive and more turbulent than the present. Some programs

were truly innovative and set standards for teaching and learning that would

be admired by virtually any educator; Other programs were devised in

response to immediate social and political 'pressures--sometimes with more

enthusiasm than could be matched with quality control. Those times have

passed. There now is some research and reflective opinion about [3,rtici-
4!-

patory education. It is timely to reconsider the issues outside the. context of

protest, panic, and panacea with the results of over a decade of experence

and scholarship in mind. -

position paper prepared for Research for Better Schools, ...c.,
1983. I am grateful for the helpful assistance given me by Thom-as V.
McGovern, Judith Erickson, Diane Hedin, Joan Scheff Lipstiz , and Stephen
F: Hamilton in its preparation. The present effort would have been much
more difficult were it not for -excellent reviews by Conrad and Hedin

982) and Hamilton (1980).



o

Overview

( l9(1) offered of the mast serviceable definitions rl parti-

cipatory education, although he preferred to call it experiential ]earning:

refer to educational programs functioning
outside of conventional school classrootris that placeN-7-participants in
responsible roles and engage them in .cooperative goal-directed activities
with other youth; with adults, or both. It is synonymous or closely
related to such terms as 'action learning' [National Association of
Secondary Bulletin, -1972] , -(youth participation
cileynernan a Thomas; 1977] , youth involvement [Weber & Custer, 1970j ,
and work experience [ Searcy, 1973] (p. 180').

The diversity of participatory education programs is immense and the

activities within them even more so;

diversify :

0

()

The following list describes this

as part of a service-unit in a biology- class; students work in ;i

food co--op serving a low-income area (cited in Agnew; i-982);

in an AMerican government course; students conduct opinion polls
of citizens on issues before city government (cited in Agnew,
1')82);

0 drafting and .journalism students produce user-guides for the
park system; emphasizing facilities fOr the handicapped- (cited in
Agnew; 1982);

alternative school students develop; produce; and distribute
videotapes dealing with youth and -youth-related issues and lead
discussions about them in community groups '(cited in Tyler; 198:',1 ;-

o male high school students provide health screening and health
information_ to their peerS and other community members, including
screening for venereal diseasesi_ dental screening; testing for blood
pressure and the like (cited in Tyler, 1982);

o alte.rnative school students run a consumer action service which
involves them in day-to-day consumer advocacy interactions with
industrial and service organizatiOns and public and private agencies
(cited _n Brannan & Nathan, 1982); and

o young people volunteer in child care centers and in nursing homes
(cited in Shoup, 1982).
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Youth participatior programs have generally been classified accordinp,

to student activities and roles. Conrad and Hedin (1977), for example,

identified five forms of school-sponsored citizen participation program:;:

voluntary service in social agencies, community projects, social-political

action, community study,. and internships. In its New Roles for Youth,

the National Commission on Resources for Youth (1974) described programs

in which young people acted as. curriculum builders, teachers, community

workers, entrepreneurs, community problem elvers, communicators, or

resource people for other youths. Such categories are useful in descri-.

bing the range and diversity of youth participation activities, but they

tend to overemphasize -if taker as the sole ,basis for categorization--the

activities or roles themselves rather- than highlight dimensions that make

the activities and roles educationally meaningful.

Hamilton (1980) identified six characteristics according Which

participatory education programs can be sorted, all of which define

participation as not merely "doing things" but doing them where certain

conditions of teaching and learning apply. The six characteristics are:

activity, sponsorship, control, participation, leadership, and purpose.

Activity classifications have already been illustrated above. Sponsor -ship

highlights t:1-71e notion that organizations other than schools sponsor youth

participrion. According Hamilton, the most important aspect of

sponsorship is "the eXtent to which experiential learning is articulated with

classroom' learning ; whether sponsored by a school or by another youth
L_

organization; or even an adult organization" (1980; p; 192); f:ontrol

speaks directly to the opportwaitIcs the program provides for young

p-,)ple to exercise initiative and control; Participation generi-:11y but not



tilWays means voluntary participation;, with less emphasis on whether the

program was started by youth or adults and more on the opportunities

given students to enter into decision making. T.eadership; or staffing,

obviouSly is tied to control but refers to the character of adult leaders,

above and beyond the power they exercise. Indeed, Hamilton considers it

the most critical of all of the dimensions in determining the quality of

programs. A dimen,ion useful in characterizing programs; participation,

is, as will be seen below; often ignored by planners and policy-setters

when discussing youai participation. <Often programs are planned with the

objective of fostering interaction among youths of diverse backgrounds and

experiences. Sometimes programs are tarceted toward specified groups.

Very often, it appears to be assumed, implicitly; that what might be.

"good" for middle-class males is standard for the program. AnOiher

dimension, purpose; requires more lengthy treatment. Because

participatory programs can serve many objectives; program plannera need

to be especially clear about which objectives are at the core of their

efforts. This not only helps them shape their activities and evaluations

but also helps in communicating their educational, intent to important

constituencies effectively. Many participatory programs die because more

notice is taken of externally obvious aspects of a., activity than of its

intended benefits. For example, installing a nature trail for the physically

handicapped in a public park may not seem to be a suitable activity for a

civics class until it is made clear to all that thefocus of the learning

involved is how things get accomplished in the local gov.ernment structure;

4



Ile low is a list of some commonly voiced objectives of participatory

p vogi-otas . hen- will al)peal to any one practitioner or

ooli mthj:t r; nor (10 oil of t hem appl,:t,' to given

wit hin the p rogram Nevytheless ; they do Must rate the array'

objective, that are possible, These objectives ore:

o to complement. cony entioruil cla,:sreom opportuniiies for eNploration of
interests and abilities;

o to enhance motivation for learning in more conventionally structured
teaching and learning situations

o to increase understanding of the world of :work and, thereby, to
increase appreciation of the match between vocational possibilities
and individual attributes;

a to foster the development of personal initiative and'. responsibility ;

o to nurture cognitive developmen.t (e.g. , in _the_ same sense as
laboratories are presumed to do in the physical sciences) :

o to promote inter-group understanding;

o to cultivate the capacity to enjoy life_ (e.g._; to build an
appreciation for the rewarding use of leisure time beyond '.'vatching
television) ;

o to induce pride in, loyalty, and commitment to a school (and,
t_nelefore perhaps to reduce abSenteeism alienation ,-- and anonyMit_v;
destruction or defacing of property; bullying, theft, and violence);
and

o to risrotacl , institutionally, the vast, and, r:-)rmal ' range_ of
oiological and socio-r-psychologieal grow.t_h differences in the_
adolescent population in_ ways that griid.t)-, and :c:ge-detel.minc.:(1,
lock-S.tep practices carrot easily accommodate.

In terms of more specific learning objectives, Hamilton's (1980)

summary (If plir-poscs is well worth repeating:.

..the purpose of experiemial learning should be to foste) youth
development in ways tha' class-room learning is not well: sui4._ c
for:.. Experiential 'learning should be viewed as complthnentary to
classroom learning. Its objectives should be to incAase
competence of youth in such arenas as planning;",funding; and making
use of appropriate resourdes;. persistence at a task; coping with nee'.
ideas; :conflicting opinions, arrdr peAple who are different; taking

5



re:-;ponsibilitv Hr z-2,1 welfare; tncf c ry
other:; (p 191).

l'ht perspective I hat i.zindel.: t he considerat ion Of pail

Ht.'111Inlen

paper is. t t it H most general level; that of a development.d soc:a'

ps vcholo with a principal interest in adolescent social development ( :

:fecondar), interest in the roles schools play in tacilit ;ding f;nul

1. elopmei t , 1982b ) . Research on adolescence has increased in all

ipliii :, over the past decade 1982a) ;-incl the cumulative result h;n,

hi i -Onsensus that adolescence is not universally a period of storm and

.\.loreover, it is now commonly accepted that the development of

in ten si tied relationships with peers does not normally mean that a f feet ion al

ties With parents break down, that adolescents' values on important

matters differ much from those of their parents, or that adolescents cease

li ,ieek advice and appreciate the standards on parents and other adults.

Within most families, there has been little evidence of a generation gap.

Rebelliousness is not normal in Western societies. There is no universal

"identitv crisis." In fact, the evidence strongly suggests that we cot:id

all -do With a cledramatization of -adolescence (Hill & Monks, ) This

perspective -Ifimportant in understanding "participation because a view

aciOlescen: as stressed, volatile, and oppositional directly affects th,

willingness of educators and others to place initiative and responsibility in

the hands of teenagers:

Background

Lilo reassessment of the state of our knowledge about ado1(.--: ,rit

development that began to occur in the research community ;11 the early

!970s (11::1; 1973; Lipsitz 1979: Dragastin & Elder; 1975; Hill y Monks;

6



L'. li,ir,ii i Ii' ':;('1.11.!;+ ot report s on t he st -it e ut A:lit:Hi-an hi 0, h.

7nio\...11, ,' ; , Ti:l; Nlartcri 1974) . 1 of t he

;:i " responsible for these reports presented similar

Lit ions I'd upon similar assurript ions. l'ln ;-;stirript

t he presumed consequences of a nearly universal secondary

alien. 'Panelist i; ;irg tied that uniyersal secondary education is

ic,orilanied by an increased segregati. n of adolescents from adults; Their

implied that the peer group has gained in its power to socialize at

t he expense ot hot h the family and the effectiveness of secondary schools.

Peer effects on social development were assumed to be negative with

re:-;peci tit mainstream social values. Furthermore, age segregation and

.Ind more bureaucratic secondary schools were seen as increasing

young people's alienation from the mainstream cultural tradition (a decline

in t he work ethic, for example). The reports assumed other effects as

\.;i11 , among them a massive generation gap and an increasing incapacity on

the part of you ig people to assume adult roles as a result of the passive

roles thev are called upon to assume in most secondary schools. Suffice it

y that each of these assumptions, with the exception of the advent of

universal secondary educations, is questionable.

ft is interesting to note that the educational policy and planning

recommendations that emerged from these assumptions bore heavily upon

the question of participation. Aside from curricular change, panelists

offered three kinds of recommendations: dispersion of educational efforts

from the secondary school into the community and the marketpla,e;

individualization and diversification of instruction; and greater

participation of students and families in secondary school governance. At



ite most general level, the concern was that schools do not educate fo-c-

choice iking, in a pluralistic society because t hey do not permit students

Chi)1Ct:-; triO experience the consequences. Education

SiOn rHlin ih H diverse society, so the conclusions Went , req r,

that

st rot; s consequences, but consequences nortet heless.

pmels' recommendations reflected t he experiences of panel

; prt-i',r.titts; aired-tit,' in i1 e. Whether or not their report s

istantiat new activity iS difficult 10 tilh it appears more

I lit- pditelS' inve:UlgatioriS and the itiect: t if interest in \tont

tittitiried Itv the social di poll', lc-di I ne in plcy

, time. tto hice of -hanging demographic minds oil a

d dilution it: t seconddry school population , t he absence of a youth

mo...dmient ;o-essnig tor institutional anti faltering, economic

it HIS tni -no frills" t it tides , the impition is that then o lids ld'en

si icking-ot t of olE-rest; although this hs not been (loc. umented

not ewornt Hy that there is litt Ic documen t at itin ot the

proportion the tidol-scent population that has had access to in riov;-it e

part iclpdt ion prop ratits; let alone where that population is distributed ''it

respect to urban ;Ind suburban residence and associated social and

economic: variables. It is my impression that part icipatory opportunities

incre:ised substantially for suburban and middle-class students in the

And I 'Ititts and that these opportunities hive not accelerated , although they

ay be holding at lower levels. It also appears that the more con,- -rotolis

' drzunat ic programs initiated in inner-city schools were implement ed in

is, hut that they , too, lHvO slaCICC'tl-- .
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-c-611-eagtieS Vith wnorn I have consulted in the prt!paration of

pap suggest t hat "slacking-off" is toci weak a st temer:t to be

participation. Some think that there is, in fact, a concerf-

reditet..: participatory opportunities because a substantial nurr.b.

-(.; ucators believe that participatory activities may have

lowering acnievement test scores. Underlying this atti-

liar an assumption that participatory activities do not contribute

ocnitiv< development, an assumption that will be addressed in th-6

t rt sure.survey to follow.

Literature Survey

Several kinds of literature discuss issues in youth participation:

; gram descriptions, including their rationzde and informal analyses and

-alirit;en ; theoretical bases; analyses and empirical research on partici-

)1,' p I"( )Ct `SS( ; and research on outcomes per se.

Descriptive Research

'd iv tit. the fruits of descriptive research on part icipation have

rt-td v been shared earlier in this paper and will not be repeated here.

h descriptive research that permitted the isolation of six characteristics

b participatory programs and the enumeration of some program objectives.

I Le/it-et ell Rases

Alt hough riot a great many participatory programs are directly

grounded in basic developmental theory ; applicable theoretical formulations

; tit only exist but have grown, in scope during roughly the same tie

iwriod ; have participatory programs. These formulations emphasize the

di elopment role-taking (eorning to take the perspectives of others into



1Cci ctitan and the impact of changes in role-taking

..-gtiments vary in detail and context ; they ma \, iii

rai . as 'follows. Roles that have demonstrable cons.

len ce, t.. i idiia :tid which expose the individual 'fa mildly or

-5H' tits of view norms; or expectations facilitate the

,sophisticated social understanding: First they ;

!tithition of one's perspective from that of others; thus

co- ; r i t egocentrism; Second; they promote the consideration

Hther aleiig with one's own in approaching an issue or

hisofar as alternative perspectives cannot easily be acted

Lie to some overreaching principle or value; respon-

;)/i, s practice in balancing one's own perspective and

ith the claims of applicable principles or ideologies .

si.c.h diverse perspectives develops a generalized

tiers s adolescents come to realize that their perspectives

:i: i '::.)cittations of the social structure are shared with

cor:1::iuthcation processes should be enhanced and interpersonal and

intergroup und,r.,; Tiding increased; While the domain of application is

; the eiapiitsis here is a manifestly cognitive one.

The rooi,,1 influential of such formulations is that of Piaget Piaget

argued that it- is the transition to adult roles that instigates the transition

in to :t new stage of thought, formal operation-S. Among the characteristics

of formal operations is the capacity to take a variety of perspectiv,i into

icci,uiit in solving a problem and to do so systematically; treating what is

gi yen one number of possible instances but reasoning on the basis

10



absent ;instances or "possibilities" as well (Inhelder Piaget

'When our reasoning inv..olves abstract beliefs, principles, or hvpbtlieses,

we reasoning on th.' basis of possibilities.

ag6t is not very specific about which aspects of adtilt roloP

ITIOCIeritt transitionresponsibility and commitment, complexity, or
versify of environmental demands. Coser (1975) has argued that

diversity of expectations directed toward a given role-occupant enhances

the cleveloprnent of autonomous. thinking and decision-making capacities.

Exposure to contradictory or incompatible expectations in a situation

involving genuine responsibility and important consequences increases the

n,:ed to deal with multiple peespectives. The prOcess through which the

individual deals with conflicting expectations encourages the deVelopment of

autonomy; Effective reasoning requires evaluating different perspectives,

set ting priorities, and making decisions based upon knowledge of
expectations. As Goser comments; "The attempt to integrate preferences,

timovations, and compromises with what is socially legitimate is one of

reflection and self-direction" (p. 246)..

There is virtually no empirical research on adolescents_ that bears

directly on these theoretical claims although they consonant with

research on moral development (Kohlberg., 1973); vocational_ choice (Borow,

1976 ) , intimacy (Sharabany Gershoni, Hofman ; 1981) ; an parent

versus peer cross-pressures. What is more, "mature" out ores for
virtually all of the psychosocial tasks considered to be important during

adolescence appear to require levels of cognitive sophistication of sort

:;ketched here.

1 l 6



"Process" Research

A full account of the research literature on how young people learn

concepts, information, and skills in participatory. programs ,would amount to

review ut what we know about intellectual functioning and learning inside

and Of classrooms during the second decade of life -a task

ooviotisly well beyond the scope of the present paper. By including thiS

I h(ppe to underscore the point that the differences between

teaching and learning in conventional classrooms and participa'_owy

programs have nothing to do with these programs' affective and moti-

ational properties, their social properties, nor their cognitive properties.

All conditions of teaching and learning are a mix of these three sets of

attributes, whether -the context is the conventional classroom or a "field"

site About the most egregious error made in the throes of advocating or

denigrating participatory education efforts has been to deny their cognitive

properties while, at the same time, declaiming, their virtues or flaws in

relation to ffective motivational and social development. Effective youth

participation programs imply not merely activities that provide a "high" nor

that !programs be shared with others to help ensure that the programs be

main .ained (even at a lower level); they imply intellectual effort and

learning as well. It will suffice here to capsulize a few of the most

thoughtful process-oriented contributions.

Coleman (1977) argues that learning in participatory programs may be

contrasted with the "information assimilation" 'characteristic of conventional

classroom programs on specific cognitive-process grounds. The fin-. step

is action, or the observation of action. The next step is derivation of a

principle from the action. And, fin .11y, the principle is applied to another

12



situation (generalization) . While many programs probably do follow such a

process ; Hamilton (1980 ) pointed out , that other participatory programs fOr

adolescents often begin with symbolic representations of events rather than

action. It is only when participatory learning is contrasted with classroom

learning in general; that the relative balance tilts toward instrumental

ctivity as the cognitive point of departure.

Newmann (1975) has also contributed to an increasingly sophisticated

appreciation of the role of activity in participatory learning. He argue
1

that it is easier to apply what participatory programs teach outside the

'claSsroorn rather than inside. ThiS is because application is part of the

teaching and learning process. Outside the classroom, the objective is

more often the outcome or, at least, the gap is less wide. His analogy is

that of learning how to swim by swimming. The acquisition and the

application are not so far apart.

Hamilton's (1980) review makes some important integrative

contributions to questions of process. Beginning with the premise that all

kinds of cognitive }processes are involved in participatory learning

programs, he asks "whether an experiential' learning program is a more

efficient and effective setting than a classroom for achieving certain

educational objectives" (p 194); He argues that three aspects of
e,xperiential learning may fit this bill: the substantiation of abstract

concepts through concrete events (e .g.. having the concept of separation

of powers and then seeing a mayor and city council argue) ; immediacy of

application (e .g . , learning how to swim) ; and exploitation of intr'..sic

motivation ( e . g . , personal engagement instead of externally imposed

rewards or sanctions) . To this list of three, I would add a fourth

13



characteristic-. Formal operation thinlcing across a nuMber of domains is

not characteristic of -even a majority of secondary school students.

Consequentl,-, when' a new -domain and set of concepts are to be explored;

participatory learning programs may well be more efficient an-I effective

than conventional classroom programs.

Coleman (l9 ) points out two aspects Of information processing where

classr`oorn learning is likely to be superior. Efficiency is one. As

Hamilton points out, "It is difficult to conceive o an experiential learning

program that would do a better job than most eleme tary school. teachers

do of teaching the multiplication tables" (p. 184) . Generalization is

another aspect of learning that may be more entranced by classroom
experience The point is that symbolic learning preciorninaileS in the

classroom and symbols are, by definition, general. Similarly, guided

discussion and reflection appear to be essential to enhance generalization

(and other cognitive and social benefits) and this is found more often in

classroom programs (Coleman; 1977; Conrad & Hedin, 1932).

Outcome Research

This review of participatory education outcomes is illustrative and not

comprehensive. It is designed to cover effects of several different kinds
of programs. (Effects of non-school-connected work experience are

included because they provide a useful perspective for evaluating
school-related programs.) In addition, most of the literature on these
programs is testimonial and anecdotal in nature; Here, research that
extends beyond such efforts is stressed.

National Leadership Conference (NLC). ThiS summer residential-camp

program involves students in .basic seminars, Skill' exploration, and an

14



intense immersion in 24- to 48--hour experiences around the camp a,!

rrott n din g area: At the end of the program, there are two days for

discussion and synthesis. Pre-post comparisons on a number of measures

determine v:1 ether the objectives have been achieved . Over 4, wo year o

evaluation (Conrad ; 1982) ; students rated the program highly. NI ;C

participants have indicated that they can have an impact on critical social

r.0)lerns and that they are confident of the po% cr of groups to achieve

important social ends. Gains for social as opposed to personal efficacy

were the more impressive; Gains were reported on a Social .andy Personal

Responsibility Scale involving five sub-scales: Serial \mei (e; g ; ;

helping others without getting paid for it) ; _dp_ty (e; g ; ; worrying about

finishing jobs) cumpetence_to_be_res (e. g , being good at helping

peop le ) : sense - _,-if_e_fficacy ( e ; g ; ; having something to say about what

ppens to you) ; performance (e; g: ; being an active participant in the

work of a group) ; Pre-post gains were also shown on a measure testing

self - esteem in social situations: Additionally ; students showed consistent

changes in preferring democratic to authoritarian leadership and ; at the

end of the program; more often believed that they would be more active in

their own communities upon returning home than they were before partici

pating in to e program. Tnese results la-ck the benefit of a comparison

group but they are strengthened by replication over three years and in

two different sites.

The Evaluation of the Experiential Learning Pro c . Conrad and

11edin (l982) studied 30 participatory education programs which h...,

reputation for excellence. The authors explained that "It seemed prudent

to study only the most well -conceptualized and established programs to



discover the effects; if any; of the practice of experiential education" (137

5q) . Programs were of four major types: volunteer community s-:erv;,7e;

career internship; community study /political .ac:ion; and atiVornttli:e

iiiiiication (patterned after Outward Bound); What all the- phigi-ath

common was that they were "educational programs offered as an iiitegr<il

nlirt of the school curriculum; but taking place outside the cbhVehtionAi

classroom, Where students are in new roles featuring significant taSkS With-

real consequences; and where the emphasis is on learning_ by doing with

associated reflection" (p. 58); Of all evaluation studies discussed

this one is perhap-s the richest since it focused not only upon outcomes

but alScr practice, and upon the characteristics of the experience as

perceived by participants.

'-e-c_iiitra.Steci with co

site) and evaluatiOn

Experiential learning (EL) groups were

entional classroom (CC) groups (although not at each

instruments were administered in a pre-post design.

EL groups registered greater increases in global self-esteem than did
CC groups but- there were no significant differences on self-confidence in
sotal ;situations. The most consistent gains were found among students in

outdoor/adventure programs. The study suggested that this effect occurred

because achievement was immediately obvious and reinforced; Other findings
were:

o EL groups registered greater increases in _moral reasoning than did
CC groups (using the Defining Issues Test as the means of
assessing Kohlberg's "stages" ) .

o EL students showed g;eater increases in social and personal
responsibility; with the strongest gains recorded in sense of
competence and performance, followed by social efficacy and senseof duty.

o EL students showed greater gains in positive attitudeS towardadults than did CC students (who, in fact, showed decreases),
along with _gains on attitudes toward people in the community With
Which the EL groups had be.5,ri interacting.
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7
b EL, groups increased hi' their perception of being active in the

community and in expression of the',- intent to remain so more than
did CC groups.

o groups showed greater increases in participating in career
exploration activities and: having informations about career fieisis
than did the CC groups, with students in:programs _ofering carer
internships showing the greatest gains although other program
showed strong increases as well (despite the relative absence of an
explicit focus on Careers) .

O Subjectiv- reports of "amount learned", were greater for EL -than
students .

O On a "Problem-Solving Inventory," which, in part, assessed the
ability and/or inclination of respondents to empathize with a target
"other" in a story, EL groups showed greater gains than did CC
groups. students in programs that featured direct confrontation
with interpersonal problems and formal reflection upon 'them showed
the greatest gain.

An examination of particular progr-rn practices revealed that no one

practice or set of practices was effective for all students. Howeyer,

effects were denwnstrated. The most powerful predictors of pre-post

gains proved to he the specific characteristics of an individual's experience

in a program. Among the more important, in order, were: the student's

discussing experiences with teachers; doing things oneself instead of

observing; working with adults who did not criticize either the student or

the student's work; having adult responsibilities; developing personal
{,

relations with someone on site; having freedom to explore own interests;

discussing experiences with family and friends; a sense of having made a

contribution ; carrying out a variety of tasks; and freedom to .develop /use

own ideas. As Conrad and Hedin point out it is useful to note the
characteristics that did not account for gain as well. -Among these were:

having enough training to do the task and being given clear directions;

Apparently, traditionally-structured adult-adolescent teaching relations care

17



7

not productive in participatory education situations. In relat!ori to specific

sets of outcomes, characteristics suggesting autonomy were more important

in determining gains in personal than social domains. Social growth, on

the other hand, was most influenced by interaction with adults (but not in

a dependent student role) .

Far less important than charactristics of the experience were student

characteristics (age, grade point average, and socioeconomic status) and

program features. Among the set of student chaacteristics, only age
made a difference: older students benefited more than younger ones.

Among program features, the single most important in explain ng change

was having an organized weekly seriunar. Le ti important were length Of

the experience (semester better than a L-horter time) and intensity (two or--

more hours; four or five days a week resulted in more positive effects

than lesser involvement): The type of program did not affect gains.

The Better Education Through Application (BETA) Project. BETA

was designed to develop standard high school courses that would allow

students to apply their acadernic'skills and knowledge in community service

(Agnew; 1982); "Service-learning units" were incorporated into regular

courses to occupy at least 10 percent of student time in a given course.

An overall model was designed and implemented in service-learning units

involving 18 courses. In a biology course, students in one section

expehenced service-learning; students in another section did- not; Both

sections took a multiple-choice examination on material covered in tho

nutrition unit. Students in the service-lea -ning group sc..)red significantly

higher than the control group. Moreoer, students' average final grades
did not differ significantly, "indicating that overall achievement- was not

18



iffecled by students' absences from the clz-:sE_.room" (Agnew; p. 46).

n..eit;1l attitudes. were p-,sitive toward the service-learnireg experience with

percent indicating' that given a choice, they would .enroll in class -;es

wt+1 service learning all of the time; 44 percent indicating they would (I(

so about half of the tuae, and tt percent indicating that they would rarely

enrol! iii such 'a course Similar results were reported fol a

servic-e-learning experience in a course in American Government arm

Current fssues

Expfrienced-Based Career Education (EBCE) Progra-,s.. EBCE is a

secondary_ school career edue?.tion program intended to c-laie-.re both

icademic and vocational outcomes by using pu.!)lic and private employers as

teachers. The emphasis is upon career exploration, with students expected

to spend school time in a series of workplaes. Career education, under

ihe E?,CE model, is to effelct basic skills, entry-level occupational

and career decision-making skills. Good work habits, the desire to work,

and the integration of work into personal values are also to be influenced.

Owens (1982) has summarized several eva.luations of EBCE Programs.

AMong th( se was one c. nducted by Educational Testing Service (ETS).

risnlg the Compr;-.hensive Test of Basic Skills, survey question;:alres, and
-

in-deptn interviews of EBCE and control student , this evaluation concluded

that: there was no particular gain or loss in r ading arm arithmetic skills

from p.,rticipation in I;;PCE; EBCE students knew more about and were

interesten in a greater number of career areas than were control studentE;

EBCE students knew more about personal and academic abilities nec.,,..;s-ary
5.

for career -entry than did control students; EBCE students s-_,-lid stronger
..---

Afeeling: of dpn t r o 1 over career choices than did control .,:tudents EBCE
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tuderitst responses to inter.,ic!xers questions were br;efc- and r'oi'o to the
.it .1,;in wet-, tho.,. of c,n2..trol EBCE students were not more

than control students in choosing rarf_!e,rs Eliat were cortipatble

their self-lcnowledge;

ne study :ie,o-1,-; 1000 strici.,,nt.:, in 14 EBCE pilot sites were

Lluring the 1"76-77 school year; Whiie the nature of the
!,ation desIgns from site to site; these general trends were

app art r. t her-

...EBCF, students either maintained or showed improyement in basic
academic skills and, .. they did as well as their counterparts in the
regular classroom (Owns; 1982; p. 85).

o !:,tudents demonstrated positive changes in their attitudes
toward school. Favera.ble inc7-eases in attitude toward self and
othcrs were found less often.

0 Students of EBCE progra-is engaged in more career-related ,-
activities than did non-EBCE- students; Significant growth in
career attit.uces and career- knowledge was detected at some EBCF,
sites.

Still othe, s':udies EBCE outcomes adcfress the issue of partici-
r

patory for speCial populations. 1n one study of gifted children

given z, one-sei,,e:Aer opportunity to explore careers in the community ;

di l!erences favor.ng participants over control students were reported in

kno.viodge of community resources for problem solving; ability to generate

alternative solutions to problems, and ability to describe occupational

plans. On self -repor: measures, significant differences in the expected

direction were reported in how values, government, and economy affect

of /work; basic skills necessary for vocations of interest; knowledge

of the ch2mocratic process; finding and keeping a job; matching interests

and abilities with potential careers; and knowing what to look for vThen

t:iinking about a job.
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pate,

Migrant senior. high school students in Mission; Texas; also partici-
in l''.110E-like program. While out of classrooms for as much

as J. half-day ; these students achieved the same level of performance on

basic skills tests as did others. They gained in grade point avel-ziaes :ES

well. attitudinally, they reported feelings of greater involvement, more

oice; higher motivation, and more responsibility in EBCE than in regular

school programs.

in a study of 100 CETA-eligible 11th and 12th graders enrolled in an

ike program; 56 percent reported returning to their employer sites

after regular school hours to help out either with or without pay, to
continue work on their projects. or to seek advice from employers%

Students in the program scored slightly higher than comparison group

students on applied mathematics and language skills tests even though
prior grade point averages in high school were lOwer than those of the
comparinon group; No significant differences were found on measures of
se:. equity; self-concept, oral communication, or attitudes toward work;
Htudevit particil ants themselves telt that program participation helped them
most in:

o getting thing:, done and working smoothly With others;

o learning about a ,.'ariety of careers;

0 becoming aware of community resources;

accepting consequences of their own actions;

O becoming self-motivated to learn;

becorniug responsible for their own lives; and

0 improving communication skills (Owens; 1982; pp. 87-88) .
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al1,0 reports n Study (if over 1,100 1;1iCI: 111

r. leipantS were asked nhout t he nature of wori:sfi wit

v Aceording to the stud( nt \,()rl:sites lot
rich 11,,ori1,(: experienees have opportunities to learn fob -f

hilly o-workers; oppnrtunit les to form at lent--;t 010

rsoiu, pehtt ton ip with n ele-Winfler I iv w(orl<iiig closely with more

itkii_40(1 (611tililthritti

(); ro,-;pom-;i1Thity and clifillefigo.

recent review e liternt lire on Eli( Steinberg (in press.)

tit that ,-onsistoot positive effects in obtaining in forrintion nh)ut

hi ,i.Ork find in valuing work tend to he short-lived ; portict-

-(01;11 (;ireo prof-27;1[11s does not appettr to have it

.mpaet On etuplOv Merit ; iiiiii "Fl3CE has no sip;nificant impact ; either

((I' nog Youngsters' performanee sel f-esteem ;

iit, ittittiCkIS tOWIird responsibility" ( p ;

seetaS hi likely that many of the latter outenmes did not arise

nature of t he work experience itffelr i at her ; they 000iII'Ved

Enr placements involved little in the way of skill or

ty. Digging holes, mopping; xeroxing; and the like -u'

whilt5-; do their jobs -were not atypical (Farrar ; DPSanctis

198(0.

he Greenberger and Steinberg Study of Work in "Naturally-Occurring"

ime Jobs: More than 65 percent of 16 and 17-veril;;--olds work while

f2,* high school; Contrary to the "b1ue ribbon" panel report, , i the

; work for Americon high school students has been commonplace

nog while; The bulk of these jobs are of the some sort as in
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,t ec'1' c(illc'.1.t1()11 1)t't ,1 ;11.1",111Cy prctit,t",t111:',.

tcl It' (.)11 01/:-; lull: it

(hilly d iridic,fte thdt '1Itto:tt fat-t- tune j(0)5i

ri 1; repetit ivt.".xork with te,.v ot;)p(t-t unit ies for

wreenberger, Steinber 2,, t Rtir,gtero, I ) A g.iitt

,on ' panel reports, ms unlikely t

:Ar ,o1\ mot alt(MMV grant tng t are most school sl:::;1gs.

mherr,er :111(1 `;teinherg study, ilia most comprehensive of any

following outcomes of part-time work:

,,mployno on t of 1", r,r more_ hours _weekly during the school year
lead to declines in school attendance, time spent on homework,
in Yolvernent in ext racurricular activities, and reported school
enjoyment ;

v nient of more than 1.--t-tci-20 hours a week leads, additionally ,
1, ;Orr involvement in the tamilY and in the peer group;

)%,..eed school pertomnance_ appears to he associated with the
n-a-lied involvement in school, partictilarlv for students \,vit h

m,trgdnal grades prior to employment ;

is associated with greater_ knowledge of the world of work but
inft longer hours dot.s not lead to greater knowledge;

c-,11:-; for a lot f non.Toutinecl social interaction
r,d.g (-Hs may enhance social cognitive development;

s-;oems to inflnence autonomy and self-direction for girls but
tio,t or -toys but it may_ also lead to cynicism about the intrinsic

of hard work and to increased tolerance for illegal and
1)usiness practices; and

::!octs on social responsibility.

,- recounts of findings front this project appear in

1 X and Steinberg, Greenberger Garduque , Ruggiero; and



Youth In tititlement Pilot Proicrt (YIER13) Y I EI'P's principal

olO-t ive to c,>: iritine t he of fect of assured work on at tendance in

)1. in order to obtain and maintain a government-assured ;oh; (FPI'

st intent s had either to stay in school or to return to school Steinberg,'

( ').;.!) rev iew of hterat ore on Y [EPP programs suggests the following

conclusion : work experience through such assured arrangements does not

aihstAnt 'ally at feet attitudes; values; or psychosocial develop; Y (EPP

itHo-tH; a.re more successful in getting young people to return to school

than in preventing them from dropping-out ; and for people under the age

of such programs have no significant impact on subsequent employment

or earnings (whereas they can he quite successful for older youth and

oven "high risk" older y ou t h ) ;

Author' _5_ Commentary on Literature

Re : ears}: evaluating effective practices and outcomes of participatory

education programs has increased markedly over the past decade with much

Of I-le hest only recently finding its way into publication. Hamilton (1980)

has provided far and away the best description of the state of the art of

such evaluations . fle proposes that four levels of measurement are

entailed in answering the question; "How can the effects of experiential

learning be measured?" These levels are:

... (1) Do participants_ say they have been affected? (2)_ Is there
external evidence_ of effects? (3) Is there evidence_ that the program
was responsible for the effects? (4) What about the program. was
responsible for the_ effects, that _is,_ (a)_ was it the type of _program
(ztctivity, sponsorship, control, leadership, _purposes, particir-ots)
and/Or (b) other program characteristics (duration, perceptions of
participants, etc.) (HaMilton, 1980, p. 195)?
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r 1-1 t Reports.

:-.;tudents tend to he positive and enthusiastic, especially WhCin

,sured directly as opposed to reported by program designers.

However; while important; these positive sentiments are not

indicators of program effectiveness. First; it is not always the case that

porons who have the most positive feelings are necessarily thOSe who

show the more interesting or impressive effects of participation When theSe

feelings are measured by other means (Riecken, 1952 & Dehtlet, 1959).

-->ecor-i (I , global enthusiasm is more supportive of morale than of making

hard decisions between alternative practices or competing programs

milton, 1980).

EVidence from External Sources

Most program evaluations use pencil and paper instruments to assess

changes in personal characteristics; attitudes; and knowledge. Conrad's

evaluation of the National Leadership Conference program is a good
ekample. The central questions in these evaluations have to do with the

reliabliitv and validity of the measures employed; Current published

reports at this level of measurement do not often attend to the properties
Of their iriStriiM6nts. Similarly, such evaluation efforts often would have

benefited from Multiple measures of the same outcome obtained from not

only students but other participants as well. However well evaluators do

in meeting these criteria, the second-level evaluations are relatively weak

because they do not evaluate whether changes in scores can be attributed
to involvement in the participatory education program. To warrant such
conclusions; comp,-ison groups are requiredgroups matched on initial

characteristics but participating in another, usually conventional, classroom

program.
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A t_t_ributing Effects. to Programs

The central feature of level-three evaluations is the inclusion of

comparison groups. The important methodological issues here have to do

with the comparability of the two groups at the onset of the program.

Comparability rests; in part, on selection bias; that is, if students choose

to participate in a participatory education program rather than

pa:tiipating because they are assigned to it; they differ from the
comparison group before the program begins. This is why Agnew's report

on the BETA project is of Special interest. In this project; sections of

regularly constituted courses included special learning units; stukents had

no option but to participate; That the results of such a study are
positive and corroborate less elegant efforts; methodologically speaking; is

an important step forward in the evaluation of participatory education

programs. Of equal import..nce is the random selection of comparison

groups; a point made by Steinberg = r evaluating the work of Conrad and

Eleclin (1982). However; even when such rigorous evaluation demands are

met, the problem remains that particular effects cannot be related to

particular properties of the program. Simply comparing participants'with

nonparticipantseven with selection biases eliminatedwill not provide

practitioners and policy-setters much hi-formation about what aspects of the

program "work" and for what students, and with what outcomes.

Hamilton's fourth level speaks to this issue.

Attributing Particular Effects to Particular Properties of Programs

As Hamilton notes, this level of evaluation "is both the most useful

and the most difficult to achieve" (p. 197). It is necessary not only to

compare participants with nonparticipants but also to compare different
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kinds of participation. Here; the Conrad and Hedin work is of special
intereSt . That differential gains are associated with the presence of

opportunities for analysis and reflection suggests the importance of this

property in designing programs That attitudes about social and peson al
responsibility and efficacy differ as a result of the opportunities provided

for deciSien making and social interaction speaks to the need for clarifying
objectives. Furthermore , that; overall; four different types of programs

did not differ all that much in leading to positive developmental outcomes

suggestS that given exemplary programs irttlaefirst _place and given the
outcomes of interest, content is not so crucial as the conditions of teaching
and learning.

Hamilton'S conclusion is that "level' three is as high as almost any
evaluations have aimed and most fall even lower. The result is that there
is little that can be Said with assurance about the effects of experiential
learning" (p. 198) . What we know; then ; in any sense that is

scientifically convincing about participatory education is slim. What we are

beginning to know is encouraging and the recent attention in published
works to the kinds of issues that Hamilton raises is even more so. What

of the other literary works that bear upon participatory learning?
Social- and cognitive-developmental theoretical efforts that link

fundamental issues in human deVeldpment with objectives and outcomes of
pa- rticipatory learning have only becdthe d'vailable in the last 15 years;
Most of the empirical research , and especially that of high scientific
quality that bears on the theoretical underpinnings of participatory
learning, has focused on the first decade of life and,; particularly, on the
first five , Yet the up-shot of that research is quite -favorable to
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the general point' of view espoused by advocates of participatory learning

for secondary-school students for two reasons. First, effects of learning

in early childhood are reversible; and, second, development throughout

life is a matter of interactions between what a person brings to

situation (genetically and in terms of past experience) and the demands of

current situations (as these are shaped by present and past, social and

cultural forces). Participatory learning grew during a general intellectual

climate of belief in /the primacy of early experience. It is now being

re-evaluated in a less-doctrinaire climate with reference to the issues of

the primacy of early learning and the interaction of person and
environment in shaping development. In short, secondary educators

interested in participatory programs now operate in a far more favorable

intelleCtual, if not social and political, climate than they did 15 years ago.

Issues

With respect to participatory education, three issues appear to be\)
paramount What is it? Should secondary schocis be doing it? How can

it be done well?

Clarification of the - ipatory Education

From this brief survey of the state of the art; I conclude that the

most fundamental issue facing practitioners is clarification of the concept of

youth participation. This is important; not only for educators, but for

communities, parents, and adolescents themselves; The absence of such

clarification has led, in many instances, to a variety of sentiments that
compel comment.
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ThRarticipation Programs are Noncognitive; Classroom Programs are

"

As we have seen, this is manifestly not the case, either in conceptual

foundation or practice. The most basic aims of most programs are

profound cognitive changes. The processes by which these aims are

achieved a&-e obviously, in part, cognitive, just as the processes involved

in ordinary classroom_ learning are, in part, cognitive. Analysis and

i-r-flection are nearly everywhere seen as critical, perhaps the most critical

components of effective programs; Unfortunately, program evaluators have

not concentrated upon the kinds of cognitive outcomes expected- -for

example; changes in the quality of self and social understanding. At the -

least; neither standardized nor homemade measures of cognitive skills

appear to be adversely arteci:ed; in fact, some studies show positive

changes.

Youth Participation Amounts_ ts _Leave the School Grounds

to Experience the "Real WoricP_

Effective y3uila pai'ticipation programs amount to much more than

t hat. 1 hey are programs that are planned and structured, usually with a

blend of purposes in mind. Students' participation is guided by

responsible teachers who do not only facilitate activities but carefully

define and :ri,ernent opportunities for stepping back; analyzing; and

reflecting upor: what has occurred. As we have seen in studies of
Experience-Basec ...areer Education, job assurance programs; and naturally

occurring work experiences, placing young people in routinized rolc:, with

little opportunity for learning, reflection, and autonomy does not produce
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the kinds of effects that appear in god service learning or adventure

education programs.

V;i2 Can't Do Outward Bound in Kansas Because There Are No Mountains

I I ere

As Gager (1982) has pointed out ; inspiring descriptiors of well-known

programs sometimes lead those inexperienced in participatory education to

focus upon externals rather than underlying purposes:

Assumptions about :.dventure education ...lead people to associate
"doing adventure education" with climbing gear, mountain peaks or
islands off the coast of Maine; "Why, you can't do Outward Bound in
Kansas, can you?" Maybe not; but you can do adventure education
there; and everywhere else for that matter...If you understand the
basic components of the experiential learning process. (p. 32)

Clarifying the concept of youth participation to all concerned

constituencies involves sustained attention to its underlying properties as

to its superficial ones. The issue is not the replication of the latter

but the application of the former. Bringing New Math to Kansas

classrooms is different from bringing in programs like Outward Bound.

Youth participation programs, to be effective, invite and demand local

adaptation rather than mere replication (Gager, 1982) . One of the

principal barriers to the incorporation of youth participation programs in

secor dary school districts, particularly large urban districts, may well be

their particularity. They require substantial local (building-level)

control--yet system-level support--to be effective 4nd to endure; In

shifting and drifting political and economic climates; \it is doubtless easier

to deal with the adoption or nonadoption of the relatively universal (e.g

a New Math curriculum and a set of .accompanying textbooks and other

materials) than with the particular ( e . g . ; the "infusion model developed in

the BETA programs, which involves the following steps: generating
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iervice-learning ideas, contacting appropriate community service people;

finding out where authority rests; constructing the learning experiences

for students, developing working agreements with community agencies,

evaluating the experience, solving logistical problems; and developine

resources for expanding service opportunities" [Agnew; 1982; p; 451; and

developing materials for teachers to help them with the practical tasks that

must be accomplished to ensure effectiveness).

Effective participatory efforts are cognitive, as well as social and

afiective, in aim. They are structured programs with activities designed

to achieve objectives rather than merely "experiences." Furthermo,re;

they arc locally based and locally designed. Among all of their attributes;

these seem to be most central in arriving at 'a conceptualization of

participatory education for a given school or school district provided

always that the most central feature--provision for individual student

initiative and responsibilityis present.

The Role of Participatory Education in Secondary Schools

ShOtild there be attempts tot, continue to integrate participatory

education effort's into secondary school curricula (and into the programs of

nonschool organizations)? Research alone cannot answer this question but

it can contribute valuable information. Frequently, the underlying issues

in answering this question in a given local situation are really a fear that
participation will lead to the deterioration of basic language and numeric

However, available information suggests that.---fitiTTea-terioration

does not occur; if the underlying issues bear upon acquisition of ,acts,

skills, and concepts within the domain covered by participatory learning,

then at might be answered that--in the domains studied--participatory
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e -'ncation is sometimes more, sometimes equally; but rarely if ever, less

effective. If the underlying issues_ in arriving at an answer to the

question bear upon motivation to achieve in a more conventional learning

situation, the effects appear to be equivocal. (There are not enou0i

-.vell-designed, follow-up studies but those that do exist at least suggest

no reduction in such motivation.) If the underlying issues bear upon more

and wide-ranging and "mature" career-exploration, it appears that

proponents of participatory education programs have a good case. If they

bear upon overall increases in self-esteem, the results are unequivocal; if

they bear upon increases in self- efficacy -in the feeling that the student

get things done--the results seem to be positive. If decisions hear

the importance of acquiring some sense that groups can be effective

H getting things done in our society, then the results appear to be even

tncire positive.

While research can provide information of ever and ever better ,quality

rtlated to these "underlying issues," it cannot supply an answer to the

t.1:25 Non of whether personal and social development is a legitimate

educational objective. If the answer to that question is not affirmative,

then perhaps the only useful information above is that good participatory

education programs are not harmful when judged in terms of conventiolal,

symbolic outputs; If the answer to that question is affirmative, the

information we do have is useful in suggesting that organized programs of

participatory education can impact on important aspects of personal and

social developmentincluding cognitive development--in ways th:.L

cc)nventional classroom programs do not;
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Recommendations

The following recommendations are directed toward i.:-nroving

qualit,-. of participatory education. There are a dozen of them, directed

always by the existing literature (but only rarely supported by rese,irch

that directly links particular outcomes with particular practices) .

:':onetheless these recommen(Ltions do reflect present knowledge and thus

.varrant attention.

1. During the planning, implementation, and evaluation

par icipitory educ_ation programs, it is important to clarify and prioritize

Conventional programs of classroom-based learning do not

often have the multiple objectives of participatory education; nor are they

subject to fate; Because participatory education programs are not

totally based in the school; there is less direct control over the conditions,

of teaching and learning; Either may be enhanced or constrained by what

suddenly and unexpectedly happens "out here."

Participatory education programs may also have objectives that

complement conventional programs; There should be general objectives and

individual objectives for participants; Often; there are task and
project-related objectives as well. Owing to this mix and to changes in

program activities in light of changes 'n opportunities; it is often difficult

For constituencies to keep objectives clear. Especially important here are

discrepancies between the views of those who "sell" the program and those -

who run it. One objective may well be to finish the play area in the

park, but if tho educational objectives are not kept in sight while attaining

this goal, the program may not be very effective or, at least, perceived _

so.
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Con.municate _priorities among o`piectives. It is important that all

constituencies be reminded of the priorities among objective:.-',. In most

cases; such priorities will center on, what the effort Will do for students:

Program:; have been lost in communities where communications about thtm

emphasize tun activities or surface outcomes rather than what adolescent

participants are learning and how they are learning it. The legitimacy of

even solid programs can he undermined when 'opinion leaders believe that

participatory education involves only "letting young people out of school to

do someth lig good for the community."

Localize; the plan. 13y now there are literally thousands of

examples of available programs. There are also program models such as

1.7:perienced-Based Career- Education, National Leadership Conference;

nittward Ilpund; Fox Fire; and so forth. However, as Tyler (1982) has

Effective programs must be worked out at the local School level-
where the students are, the teachers are, the parents are, and the
out-of-school experiences will _need_ to he District administrators can
encourage projects and_ furnish technical assistance where needed; but
the local schools and their communities vary, so that a simple plan is
not likely to work. (p. 27)

A program is not nested in the community, in general; but in a

particular community. The best assurance that participatory education will

work in a given community is the involvement of teachers and community

mernb,-rs in the planning process (Cowetis1; 1982); Gager (1982) noted that

the issue is 'one of adaptation rather than replication; A truly adaptive

match or fit is one that not only uses local community resources but is

had upon specific, localized understandings about how the effort

complements conventional programs within the same school;
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Pr()Vide e- _HMO (1 '/82) 1is;ugestvci

ih:ttt 1:iflflhiiL tirn k one of nn t;c1es to eff( ctiVe

p rOg runi When participatory prcwram:-; ncw to a school,

pilot efforts are well worth th:, in ves-H,,,nt tht-y provide,

,dong with existing written materials and oth- resc.urces , a laboratory for

rfvisiiii2; initial plans and activities (Tyler 1982 ) "After experimenting

vrit N pilot projects; the large-scale et forts produced fewer failures"

( 1)811; p 28) Planning time must be scheduled carefully beeati.je

of the multiple objectives of usual programs, the interdependencies among

teachers and cooperating .-.:ommunity members, and the newness- of the

-effort for all the many constituencies involved. A lengthy planning and

pilot period is also useful because it can provide an opportunity to

interpet and reinterpet objectives to all the interested parties as they arc

clarified in the planning process.

=i Provide _resources for teaching skills and knowledge to teacherS.

Inadequate resources for training teachers has been identified as another

major obstacle to effective participatory education programs (Agnew, 1982;

0i; 1)) . The teacher is,2-ia facilitator and; coordinator in participatory

programs. 1 owever , the skills that the teacher needs overlap only partly

with those of conventional subject-matter instruction. While much of the

content obviously involves subject-matter knowledge (as vhen the

participatory experience serves as a laboratory adjunct to classroom

activity) , Other equally important "content" comes from what is happening

in the course of the program and from how the student is processing what

is happening . Teachers are not all equally adept at integrating activities

incl the 'itudents' perceptions of their activities with the facts and
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the subject matter involved. This is especially so whee

tL rcieriiher?-; e ri Mare in the process. Assuring that teachers

Hate t7.1-c !is becomes especially important in liat part of t

im that ails for providing carefully structured opportuniti

tfon and a:VSL.; 01 the experience since this appears to be critical
t piii- i trris. 1% in , pilot efforts can be useful in

labOratory tor teacher training , hoc only if appropriate

a:-..iSt--n-ce tiiid consultation are provided as well.

:t /ter-half:nig re-commendations have to do with effective attributes of

iptitory edti-catiOri programs as they bear on participants.

Participatory education programs ought to require opportunities

ecision making, initiative, and responsibility. The theoretical and

hasiS fair this assertion should by now be clear. Effective

amts iii 0LO-tic Ipation i iviilve "living" art d not jUst "preparation for

Ihev involve challenge, risk, and personal and social responsibility

out comes sad their consequences. There are two leVels of concern

t participation in determining the conditions of teaching

ed learningthat is; in plantiing , assessing indiVidual progress, and
evaluating the program; (h) the extent to which the programmed activities

themselves
.. provide the requisite opportunities for taking initiative and

responsibility: if the program is in a planning /pilot phase, Student

involvement in decision making usefully and effectively mazy begin there.

If the model is relatively set ; student involvement in decision making may

r may not mean student involvement in the setting of individual le . Iiing

(ihjectivcs. (Outward-I ound-type programs appear not to be structured in

this direction; instead group appreciation for individual efforts and What
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tii the individual and to the group are built into program

is challenged and applauded for individual effort.) in

rzd, individualizing learning objectives and subsequent assessment of

:-:tildent progress should he seriously considered in structuring most partici-

leorning, programs. Student participation in assessing progress and

the program ought to he guaranteed.

Participatory education programs ought to require the involvermi.-nt

ot young people in serious working_ relationships with adults and peers.

()n if the roots- of the participatory ech cation movement is the widespread

perception that adolescents are removed from side-by-side, meaningful

mentor/apprenticeship relationshipE with adults. Less often remarked, but

equally important, is the relative absence of opportunities to work (as

opposed to play) with peers toward a,.hieving scme meaningful social end.

onventional classroom practices often discourage these outcomes While

effective programs of participatory education are likely to encourage them.

Theoretically, it appears that moderate discrepancies between the expec-

lotions and views of important others facilitate cognitive development,

especially with respect to the sophistication of pc,-spectives on inter-

personal and intergroup relations; moral iudgment and social convent:1n.

Empirically; outcome researnl.; ::,uggests that a close. w.Drking relationship

with at least one adult produces not only more positive testimonials but

higher gain scores on most criteria of interest thus far measured;

Unfortunately, there has been little in the way of measuring the effects of

working with peers at responsible tasks.
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A. P_ar_t_i_c' rgrams should be designed to respond

to some gennine_ need; This recommendation is directed toward those

programs which involve community service; In commenting upon the BETA

Project; Agt.ew IOU.) notes that in order for service-learning experiences

to he worthwhile for students and others, it is critical that the service "be

Qenuirre one that students can recognize as meeting an important human

necc.." Put simply; the point is that cosmetic; make-shift, or otherwise

cooked-up activities provided neither the challenge that drives learning

nor the opportunity to take pride in mastery and accomplish:nent. Some of

the nil or counter-productive effects of work experience identified by

Stein'oerg in press) may well be related to the absence in most adolescent

work situations of thc challenges and rewards involved in identifying one's

self with a pressing human problem and its solution;

Participatory education pr f s should _b_e___designed to have

visible results. When examined in the context of what has been stated

above, this recommendation may seem surprising and even paradoxical;

l'hroughout, I have argued that too much focus on activities and outcomes

Can have negative results (as, for example, when visible outcomes detract

from serious consideration of objectives for the learner). Here the point

iS a different one. When results of students' work are tangible and visible

to students and all others involvedi the opportunity to feel pride in

mastery and accomplishment is intrinsic to the activity itself and to the

student's participation in it. The rewards are not so likely to be
experienced as remote benefacrions of an impartial judge or arbiter as

a direct part of the process.
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It is not ailways easy to identify activities that have promise o

gible visible outcomes within one semester or school year.

Nevertheless; it is important that tangible results occur before the terra

ends so that evaluation of what brought them about can be part of the

proce5s; Clarifying the positive and negative outcomes produced and how

thc. efforts might better have been managed is a critical part of the

pirticipatory learning process. Here is another instance where small-scale

pilot work can be useful. Highly motivated people often design efforts

that a ire overly ambitious ; pilot work can yield more realistic expectations

and aspirations.

10. Participatory education programs should have a reflective

component. The importance of including opportunities for reflection and

critical analysis of participatory education programs has been noted several

times. This point is underscored in the testimony of experienced

practitioners as well as substantiated by outcome research : "The need to

supplement activity with reflection in order to enhance its educational

is perhaps the most firmly grounded assertion that can be made

about experiential learning" (Hamilton, 1980; p. 184). Why is reflection

so important? Tyler (1982) answers this question in several ways. First ;

"experience in the 'real world' can be chaotic and confusing because

events often occur rapidly and follow each other in an apparently

sorg-anized fashion" (p. 26); Reflection provides an opportunity to Nit

the pieces together ; to discern patterns in what is happening; and ;

therefore; to improve the quality of observation the next time aro..:id

Second , reflection can promote the integration of participatory and

conventional classroom learning by, for example, instigating the use of

reference materials.
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Students caught' in the ebb and flow of events---especially in human

service or civic roles--often focus on the immediate drama of agency

clients' lives or upon the protagonists in a political conflict rather than

going beyond dramatic events to dig into "the system." Tyler (198:;)

presents some useful questions that might guide reflection:

o What is the function of the organization with which you worked?

o What objectives does it appear to have?

o What were the roles, and the tasks of the different people in the
organization?

o How were these tasks viewed by those who carried them out?

o What seemed to be the motives, attitudes, and social skills of the
different persons you worked with and of the persons you served?

o How were the persons treated who worked in the organization; and
how were the clients treated? (p. 26)

11. Participatory education programs ought tc involve "hand -.s_1::)1

experience or skill training. Evaluations of effective practices in ECBE

and in other programs suggest hands-on experience is part of
effective programs. In settings that provide little or no learning;
s-tudents report that they are given no tasks to do, or if they are given
tasks, the are irrelevant. By itself, observing a work-site does not
constitute a participatory education experience. Successful participatory

education also involves explicit identification of skills that are involved in

the tasks at hand although work on those skills may take place either

on-site or off-site as is appropriate (e.g. , "listening skills" in a human

services situation) . Systematic counseling about boring and repetitie
tasks may be useful and even necessary (Owens, 1982) . Learners enter

participatory education sites with individual differences in skills and
effective facilitation of their experiences involves recognition of such
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differences. Formulating individualized learning objectives after the

student's initial immersion in a setting would appear to be an effective

strategy. Initial immersion in a responsible role provides not only an

incentive to learn the skills necessary to get the job done but also the

opportunity for the teacher and the student to assess, jointly, what skills

are necessary to effective performance and what the student needs to do

to improve his or her skills, and in what areas.

12. Planning the assessment of individual progress in participatory

education programs should involve exploring the full range of assessment

options. When the interest is in seeing whether students have mastered

facts and concepts about the domain in question; assessing student

progress may involve the use of "objective" or short-answer essay

questions (e.g., as in a local government intern setting in which one of

the learning objectives of interest is in learning "how the system works");

Such means may be particularly useful when the participatory education

program is designed as a laboratory to supplement a more conventional

course. Asking students to keep journals is a useful device in most

participatory education programs; especially if students are required to

record not only their experiences but also their reflections on those

experiences; Group discussions can be helpful in much the same way but

these depend more upon subjective impressions than do written records.

The use of probing questions on tests or examinations questions involving

application, transfer, and generalization= =-may alSo be especially helpful.

In working with collegestudent research interns, I have found

examinations to be more helpful in most cases than written ones.

al

Such

examinations can be more flexibly tailored to an individual's own experience

in the field-site and to individual learning objectives. Moreover, since
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oral examinations do not involve writing time, they can cover more ground;

Watkins and Corder's (1977) finding that EBCE participants responded to

interview questions better than control students casts an interesting

perspective on the desirability of including oral examination components.;

AS Ha Milton (1980) points out determining whether such skills hold up
..,heii the basis for discussion is somewhat removed from the actual
situation in which the student has participated provides a means of
assessing transfer. Final lv; competence in some actual 61.- simulated task

---related to but at least superficially different from the participatory

situation could provide for behavioral observation as a basis for assessment

for learning and its transfer.

Hamilton introduces a useful perspective on the matter of assessment:

Objectives cannot be stated at the level of specificity that is held to
be desirable by Bloom and others concerned with instructional
objectives for the classroom... They_ cannot be so specific, and the
measurement of their attainment will remain problematic because the
proportions of learners who can be expected to achieve identic'al
objectives cannot be as high as in a controlled classroom situation.
(pp. 190-191)

Participatory programs have multiple objectives and students enter them

with different needs and skills. It is unlikely that assessment will be an

effective aid to growth or learning unless both these characteristics are

CAken into account; Some degree. of individualizing learning objectives

and, therefore; assessment _would appear to be necessary for effective
practice.

Summary

Effective participatory education programs are planned efforts

designed to effect cognitive, social; and affective change; They are not
authorized hookey and random walks through the "real world;" While the
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state of outcome research is not yet such 2. S to permit unequivocal

generalizations about effects, the research that exists is promising;

especially when compared with research on effects of work experience per

se. Positive effects include student; teacher; and community supervisor

enthusiasm, feelings of self-efficacy and social efficacy; and increased

knowledge about the domain in which the experience occurs; At the least;

given sound programming; participatory education efforts do not undermine

learning when judged in terms of conventional; symbolic outputs;

Assuring effective programs appears to depend most upon: clarifying

and prioritizing objectives; communicating objectives and priorities to all

constituencies concerned; adapting and localizing successful efforts of

others rather than attempting to replicate them exactly; providing adequate

time for planning and for pilot efforts; providing resources to impart

knowledge and skills to school and community-based facilitators; providing

opportunities for student decision making, initiative, and responsibility for

follow-through; involving young people in serious working relationships

with adults and peers; designing programs to respond to some genuine

needs; mounting efforts that have visible results; including opportunities

for serious analysis and reflection; providing "I-rands-on" experience and
.k-i1.-training keyed- to the needs and abilities of the group of students

involved ;:nd the individuals in IL; and assessing student progress flexibly

in relativii tc: multiple objectives and individual differences that students

bring t the effort.
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